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Step three in the mold polishing sequence
This compound conditions the mold surface prior to waxing. #113 eliminates any final 
swirl marks which may be present at this stage. Additionally, this formula actually 
'feeds' the surface with a wax-like petroleum product which deepens the effect of later 
coats of release wax. This product contains no silicones, making it safe for the paint 
shop environment. Suggested buffing speed: 2500 rpm min., and a #1104-A lambs 
wool polishing pad is recommended for best results.

Features and Benefits
-Applies with a rotary buffer to achieve a dramatic wet-look shine FAST!
-Feeds and nourishes the paint
-Buffing residue wipes off easily
-Safe and effective on all paint finishes, including clear coats
-PAINTABLE: Safe for use in the paint shop environment

Directions
SHAKE WELL. Apply in the SHADE on a COOL SURFACE. Do not apply to rubber or vinyl surfaces. Apply to one section at a time, using a 
buffing pad. Work product until nearly dry. Wipe off excess using a clean, dry, quality, 100% cotton terry cloth towel.

Storage
Keep out of Reach of Children. All containers should be properly labeled to prevent accidental ingestion or improper disposal. Individuals 
should reseal any partly used material back in the container. Store under cool, dry conditions away from open flames and high temperatures. 
For more detailed instructions on storage, please see the MSDS.

Safety and Handling
#113 Meguiar’s Machine Glaze contains ingredients that could be harmful if mishandled. Contact with skin and eyes should be avoided and 
necessary protective equipment and clothing should be worn. Individuals should wash with soap and water before eating, drinking, or using 
toilet facilities. Individuals should observe conditions of good industrial hygiene and safe working practices. For more detailed instructions on 
handling please refer to the MSDS.

Meguiar’s Machine Glaze


